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Exposure Matching is Not the Topic of Discussion

Paci et al. Pharmacokinetic Behavior and Appraisal of Intravenous Busulfan Dosing in Infants and Older Children: The Results of a 
Population Pharmacokinetic Study From a Large Pediatric Cohort Undergoing Hematopoietic Stem-Cell Transplantation. Ther Drug 
Monit 2012;34:198–208. 
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- “A dose-response study is one kind of adequate and well-controlled trial that 
can provide primary clinical evidence of effectiveness.”

- “Exposure-response information can support the primary evidence of safety 
and/or efficacy.“

- “In general, the more critical a role that exposure-response information is to 
play in the establishment of efficacy, the more critical it is that it be derived 
from an adequate and well controlled study (see 21 CFR 314.126), whatever 
endpoints are studied.”
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Ideal E-R Study Design Characteristics
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Predictor or independent variable (exposure):
• adequate range to describe relationship
• randomly assigned
• known without error (or negligible error)
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Design-driven range in predictor (e.g. randomized to dose or exposure) is key.              
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Ideal E-R Study Design Characteristics: Individual E-R
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E-R observed within individual

Design-driven range in predictor (e.g. randomized to dose or exposure) is key.              
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RA and pJIA Trial Designs: Adequate for E-R?

Slide courtesy of Renu Singh. FDA/UMD CERSI pJIA Drug Development Workshop - October 2, 2019
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Observed (not Design-Driven) Population E-R
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Imagine a design with narrower 
exposure range:
• exposures resulting from 

single dose level (X mg)
• variability in exposure due to 

inter-subject variability in PK
• Unknown correlation between 

response and PK (confounded 
E-R; e.g. higher CL with more 
severe disease)

X mg

Predictor or independent variable (exposure):
• inadequate range to describe relationship
• not randomly assigned – actually an outcome
• known with some error
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Exposure in Pediatric and Adult Populations

Slide courtesy of Jocelyn Leu. FDA/UMD CERSI pJIA Drug Development Workshop - October 2, 2019

Single Dose Level
Exposures sufficient to saturate target
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exposure range:
• exposures resulting from 

single dose level (X mg)
• variability in exposure due to 

inter-subject variability in PK
• Unknown correlation between 
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E-R; e.g. higher CL with more 
severe disease)
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Is the apparent exposure-response relationship 
confounded by disease severity?
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Strong Interest in Understanding Causal E-R Relationships
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Concern About Confounded Causal Inference is Not New
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- Case matching or model-based adjustment for confounding
ØNot practical for small sample size

- Randomize exposure across population through randomized dose range
ØBroad range needed for accurate inferences, may not be practical
Ø2 doses may be diagnostic for confounded E-R
ØMCPMOD approach may be useful

- Within-individual exposure-response designs
- Make inferences from randomized dose-response designs (avoid E-R)
- Use biomarkers or mechanistic understanding to guide dose selection

Possible Solutions to Confounded Exposure-Response
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Possible Diagnostic for Confounded Population E-R
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E-R in Pediatric Drug Development:
Where Do We Go From Here? 

- Acknowledge that adequate and well controlled exposure-response studies 
are very difficult and probably impractical in pediatric development programs.

- Understand that apparent exposure-response relationships resulting from 
inadequate designs lead to misguided inferences.

- Adapt decision-making in this context.
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• Is this step necessary for extrapolation? 

• Are we really learning what we think we are learning?

• Or, are we simply demonstrating similarity of disease-exposure relationship?
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Population Exposure-Response w/ Single Dose Level

- Resulting exposure-response relationships are misleading
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Population Exposure-Response w/ Single Dose Level

- One solution: Obtain within-individual E-R (e.g. crossover) 
analyzed with mixed-effects modeling
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Population Exposure-Response w/ Single Dose Level
- Another solution: Population E-R with broad dose-range


